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Let (T, N) be a d-dimensional regular local ring, P a prime ideal of T 
having height equal d - 1, and f~ P. Within this setting we are interested 
in computing the analytic spread ofP/f T. We have two reasons for seeking 
this analytic spread. The first isto identify prime ideals inlocal hyper- 
surface rings whose analytic spreads and heights are the same. The second 
is to aid in a better understanding of the symbolic Rees algebra, @ P’“‘t”, 
of P (the ideal Pen) is the nth symbolic power of P). 
Our interest in hypersurface rings sentially originated in [HUG]. There 
we were interested in determining when powers and symbolic powers are 
equal for aprime ideal in a local hypersurface ring. For a prime ideal q 
adjacent to he maximal ideal (i.e., height (M/q) = l), the only time such an 
equality can occur for all arge powers is when the analytic spread of q 
equals the height ofq. Equality does not, however, necessarily occur under 
this analytic spread condition (cf. [Hu2, Example 2. lo]). 
In order to force equality for all powers, one must make additional 
assumptions o  the associated graded ring of P/f T= q (cf. [Hu2, 
Theorem 2.11). Section 2 of the present article contains some general 
methods for recognizing theanalytic spread of P/f T, and Section 3 
contains some illustrative examples where the analytic spread of P/f T 
equals the height ofP/f T, 
The Noetherian property of the symbolic Rees algebra h s created recent 
interest dueto a question of Cowsik. Inconnection with is result in[C] 
that @ P’“‘t” Noetherian mplies P is a set-theoretic complete intersection 
when T is a regular local ring and dim( T/P) = 1, Cowsik asked whether 
@ P(“)t” is Noetherian for every prime ideal in a regular local ring. An
example due to P. Roberts [Ro] showed the answer is no in general, but
the question has continued todraw attention [Hl, H2, KR, 0, E]. The 
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property hat he analytic spread of P/fT equals the height of P/f T for 
some f~ P has a connection with the Noetherian property of@ P’“‘t”. By 
making certain technical assumptions onf (and the way f sits inside P), 
and assuming the above analytic spread condition, we are able to prove 
that @ P(“‘t” isNoetherian (see Theorem 2.5 for the precise tatement). 
The examples produced in Section 3 are then also applications f 
Theorem 2.5. 
The paper is divided into three sections with Section 1 providing back- 
ground information, Section 2 the results, andSection 3 the examples. We
remark that the techniques developed by C. Huneke in [HI, H2] were 
most useful for our investigation. 
1. BACKGROUND 
Let (R, M) be a commutative Noetherian local ring and let qbe a prime 
ideal of R. The Rees algebra of R, denoted by R[qt], is the graded ring 
@ q”t”. The symbolic Rees algebra ofq is the graded ring @ q’“‘t”, where 
4 (n’= {reR/rsEq” for some SE R\q}. Notice that R[qt] is a subring of 
@ q(“)t”, which in turn is a subring of R[t]. By viewing @ qcn)tn asa 
module over R[qt], researchers have investigated heproperty that 
@ q’“‘t” ismodule finite over R[qt] [H3, S, R]. This finiteness property 
forces that he symbolic powers of q are “well behaved” in the sense that 
there xists c for which qcn+ ‘I c q” for all n2 1 (linear equivalence of the 
q-adic and q-symbolic topologies). A fundamental tool for examining 
properties of the powers of an ideal is the analytic spread of an ideal, a 
concept developed byNorthcott and Rees [NR]. Recall that if (R, M) is 
local with R/M infinite andI is an ideal of R, then the analytic spread of 
/ is defined asthe Krull dimension f the graded ring @ Z”/MZ”. We will 
denote the analytic spread of I by I(I). In [S, Corollary 11, Schenzel 
showed (for R unmixed) that he finite module condition @ q’“‘t” over 
R[qt] is equivalent tothe condition that l(qR,)< height(Q) for every 
prime ideal Q properly containing q (in fact Schenzel does not require that 
R be local). In[Hul, Examples 1.5 and 1.61 and again in [Hu2, Exam- 
ple 2.101, the author gave explicit non-trivial examples of prime ideals q 
satisfying Schenzel’s criterion (bynon-trivial we mean that q” # q@) for all 
large n). 
Suppose R is a local hyprsurface ring, that is, R = T/f T where T is a 
regular local ring and f E T. If q is a prime ideal of R such that 
dim(R/q) = 1, then Schenzel’s analytic spread condition from above reduces 
to l(q) = height(q). Furthermore, q has the form q = P/f T for some prime 
ideal P of T. Knowing that @ q”“t” is module finite over R[qt] need not 
force that @ P”“t” is module finite over T[Pt] (see Examples 3.1, 3.2, 3.3). 
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It does, however, imply that P is a set-theoretic complete intersection ( hat
is, P can be generated up to radical byheight (P) elements). This is 
because P/f T has a reduction generated by height(P) - 1 elements, hence is 
the radical of aheight(P) - 1 generated ideal, and this implies P is the radi- 
cal of a height(P) generated ideal. Recall that areduction of an ideal Z is 
an ideal Js I satisfying an equation Jr” = I” + ’ for some positive nteger 
m; thus Zhas the same radical as any of its reductions. Northcott andRees 
proved that an ideal I in a local ring having an infinite residue field has a 
reduction ge erated by Z(Z) elements [NR]. 
While @ P’“‘t” need not be module finite over T[Pt] when I(P/fT) = 
height(PlfT), we show in Theorem 2.5 that if ~ PCmJ and the reduction 
number of P/f T is at most m - 1, then @ PCn)tn isNoetherian (the reduc- 
tion umber of an ideal Z is defined byr(Z) = min(n EZ+ u { 0) 1 there 
exists a minimal reduction .ZsZ with JZ” =I”+ I}). We obtain a similar 
result inTheorem 2.4. These results show that certain finiteness conditions 
on @ q’“‘t” can sometimes belifted back to @ P’“‘t” (in this case the 
Noetherian property). The examples presented in Section 3 will illustrate 
both Theorem 2.5 and the conditions required for Schenzel’s result. 
We close this ection by settling o  some notation. If Z is an ideal of a 
Noetherian ri g R, we denote the associated graded ring of R with respect 
to Z( @ Z”/Z” + ’)by G(Z, R). If .f~ R we denote the leading form of ,f in 
G(Z, R) by f’. Recall that f is said to be integral over Zif it satisfies an 
equation fthe form f” + a,fm ~i + ... +a,~,f+a,=0 where u~EZ’. 
We denote the integral closure ofZ(i.e., theideal of elements all of which 
are integral over I) by I’. All rings are assumed to be commutative and
Noetherian. A reference forunexplained otation and terminology is the 
book by Matsumura [Mat]. 
2. RESULTS 
Let (T, N) be a Noetherian local ring with T/N infinite, P a prime 
ideal of T, and f E P. Set R = T/f T, M= N/f T, and q = Pjf T. Since 
@ (P”/NP”) is isomorphic to T[Pt]/NT[ Pt] it follows that Z(P) = 
dim( T[Pt]/NT[Pt]). In order to calculate l(q), the corresponding 
isomorphism between @ q’“‘t” and R[qt]/MR[qt] shows that acomputa- 
tion of dim(R[qt]/MR[qt]) will suffice. By using the T-module 
isomorphism 
(P”,fT)/(NP”,fT)zPP”/(NP”,fTnP”)=P”/(NP”,fTnP”) 
we can think of R[qt]/MR[qt] as a homomorphic mage of T[Pt]. 
More specifically, if J(f) = @ (f Tn P”) t”, then R[qt]/MR[qt] G 
T[Pt]/(N, J(f )) T[Pt]. We refer tothe ideal .Z(.f) as the ideal of leading 
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forms off in T[Pt] (that is, the ideal in T[Pt] generated byall elements 
in T[Pt] of the form rff” where r E T). 
Below we will make some observations about /(P/f T) in the special case 
that P is generated byanalytically independent elements. We first recall the 
definition of analytically independent. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let ( T, N) be a local ring and xi, . . xd E T. If all 
homogeneous polynomials F(Z, , . . Z,) E T [Z, , . . Z,], where Z, , . . Z, 
are indeterminates, satisfy the property that F(x, . . xd) = 0 implies 
FE NT[Z,, . . . Z,], then x,, . . .xd are said to be analytically independent. 
Remark. Elements x,, . . . X~E T are analytically independent if and only 
if T[Zt]/NT[Zt] isisomorphic toa polynomial ring in d variables over 
T/N, where I= (x,, .. xd) T. From [NR, Sect. 3, Theorem 31 it follows 
that if x,, . . xrl are analytically independent, hen I(Z) = d where 
I= (x,, ..  .xd) T. 
Recall that an element g in a Noetherian ring R is said to be superficial 
of order sfor an ideal Z of R if g E Z’\Z’ + iand there exists a positive integer 
c for which (Z”: g) n I” = I” -’ for all sufficiently large n [ZS, p. 2851. In 
particular if g’is a regular element in G(Z, R), then g is superficial of order 
equal to its order with respect toI. We will say that an element is super- 
ficial for Z if it is superficial of order equal to its order with respect toI. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let (T, N) be a local domain, P a prime ideal of T, 
and f E P. Assume T/N is infinite, and f is superficial for P. 
(i) Then l(P/fT)>I(P)-1. 
(ii) Zf P is generated by analytically independent elements, then 
I(P/fT)=f(P) ifandonly ifJ(f)gNT[Pt]. 
Proof: (i) Set R = T/f T, M= N/f T, and q = P/fT, and assume f E 
Pm/Pm+ I. We must show that dim(R[qt]/MR[qt] k dim(T[Pt]/ 
NT[Pt]) - 1. By the remarks at the beginning ofthis ection itfollows that 
R[qt]/MR[qt] z @ (P”/(NP”, fTn P”)). 
In general itholds that 
fTnP”=f(P”:f); 
thus R[qt]/MR[qt] g @(P”/(NP”, f(P”: f))). Since f is superficial of 
order m, there xists a positive integer c such that (P”: ,f) n P” = P” ~ m for 
n sufficiently large. Bythe Artin-Rees Theorem [Mat, Proposition (1 l.E)], 
for n sufficiently large (P”: f) c P”. Thus, for large n we have 
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(Pn: f) = P” -“‘. It follows that he Hilbert polynomial forthe graded ring 
@ (P”/(NP”, f(P” : f))) has the same degree as the Hilbert polynomial for
the graded ring @ ( Pn/(NP”, fPnpm)). The theory of Hilbert polynomials 
thus implies that hese two graded rings have the same Krull dimension 
(this follows for example by representing each as the associate graded ring 
with respect tothe maximal ideal of its localization at the maximal 
homogeneous ideal, then using [Mat, Theorem 171). If we adopt he con- 
vention that P”= T if n<O, then (N,ft”) T[Pt] = @ (NP”, fP”-“)t”; 
hence T[Pt]/(N, ft”)T[Pt] E @ (pI/(NP”,,fP”-“)). Stringing to ether 
all the qualities and isomorphisms yields 
l(q) = dim(NqtllMRCqtl) 
=dim(@ (P”/(NP”,f(P”:f)))) 
= dim( @ (Pn/(NP”, .fPnpm))) 
= dim(T[Pt]/(N, ft”)T[Pt]). 
By applying Krull’s principal ideal theorem it follows that 
dim(T[Pt]/(N, ft”)T[Pt])>dim(T[Pt]/NT[Pt])- 1.This translates to 
l(q) > 1(P) - 1. 
(ii) Since P is generated by analytically independent lements, 
NT[ Pt] is a prime ideal of T[ Pt]. As we saw earlier, 
I(P/fT)=dim(TCPtlI(N, J(f )) TCf’tl). 
It now follows immediately that /(P/f T) = l(P) if and only if J(f) c
NT[Pt]. i 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let (T, N) be a local domain with T/N infinite, let P be 
a prime ideal of T, and let fE P. Assume f’ is a regular element in G(P, T) 
andfEP”\P”+‘. Then I( P/f T) = l(P) - 1 if and only zff is part of a mini- 
mal generating setfor P”. Otherwise l(P/f T) = l(P). 
Proof: Observe that (N, J(f)) T[Pt] = (N, ft”) T[Pt]; hence J(f)E 
NT[Pt] if and only if t” E NT[Pt]. Furthermore, f ispart of a minimal 
generating setfor P” if and only if f”’ $ NT [Pt]. The result now follows 
from Proposition 2.2.1 
Proposition 2.2 gives the whole story for l(P/f T) when P is generated by 
analytically independent lements and f is superlicial. As n example for 
Corollary 2.3, we could take T to be a three-dimensional regular local ring 
and P a height two complete intersection prime ideal of T. Then any 
element f~P satisfies th  property hat f’ is regular inG(P, T), because 
G(P, T) is a domain. Therefore l(P/f T) = 1 if and only if .f is part of a 
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minimal generating set for P” where f~ P” \P”‘+ ’(we are using here that 
l(P) = 2 if P is a complete intersection). The setting ofthis example was 
considered in [Hu2], where other properties of P/f Twere also studied. On 
the other hand if P is not a complete intersection he l(P/fT) = l(P) - 1 
if ,f is superficial for P (that is, the condition i Proposition 2.2(ii) never 
occurs). This follows because l(P) = dim( T) in this case [CN], and the 
analytic spread of an ideal is always bounded by the dimension fthe ring; 
hence I( P/f T) d dim( T/fT) = dim(T) - 1 = I(P) - 1. Applying Proposition 
2.2(i) then gives l(P) = l(P) - 1. 
If ,f~ P is not superficial thenthe description of l(P/fT) is more com- 
plicated. Thetrouble isthat we no longer have just wo choices for l(P/fT); 
hence the computation requires a more thorough understanding of J(f). 
This in itself is difficult. In Section 3 we will present examples computing 
l(P/fT) when f is not superficial (the xamples will also show that it is 
possible tohave I( P/f T) < l(P) - 1). 
We now turn to an analysis ofthe Noetherian Property ofthe symbolic 
Rees algebra of P. Below we will prove a result revealing a connection 
between knowledge of l(P/fT) and the finite g neration of @ Pcn’t” over 
T. Before doing so we prove a related result which gives omewhat of a 
general criterion f r@ P’“‘t” obe Noetherian. Recall that alocal ring R
is said to be analytically unramified if its completion l?is reduced, and it 
is said to be quasi-unmixed if it satisfies the property that dim(@lq) = 
dim(R) for every minimal prime qof j. For the proof of our first result we
need the following observation. 
LEMMA. Let (T, N) he a local ring having an infinite residue field and let 
I be an ideal of T. If J= (g,, g,, . . gd) T is a reduction f I, then 
J, = (gy, g;‘, . .  gy) T is a reduction of I” for any positive integer m.
Proof By assumption there xists n such that JI” = I”+‘. For any 
positive integer m we have J”I”” = (JI”), = (I”+ ‘)m = (I,),+ ‘; hence J” is 
a reduction fI”. 
Thus, it suffices to how that J, is a reduction fJ”, and this will follow 
if we show that J” is integral over J, (see [NR, Sect. 7, Theorem 33 if I 
contains a regular element, and use [L, Lemma 1.11 in the general case). 
To show that J” is integral over J, we need to prove that he mixed terms 
g:'gJ+" (where i# j and c > 0) are integral over J,. But this is clear since 
(g:‘g~~“)“=(g~)“(g,“)“~‘EJ~. 1 
THEOREM 2.4. Let (T, N) be a d-dimensional quasi-unmixed analytically 
unramtfied local domain having an infinite residue field, and let P be a prime 
ideal of T such that height(P) = d- 1. If there exist elements f,, . . . . fd-, E P, 
a positive integer m, and a reduction (g,, .  .  gd) T of P, satisfying the
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conditions that (g ,,..., gd)Pmpl=Pm,f ,,..., fd-,EPCm), and g:E 
(f,, .. fdp ,) T, then @ P’“‘t” isNoetherian. 
Proof Set J= (f,, .. fdp ,) T. Our plan is to show that I( PCm)) = d- 1, 
and then apply atheorem due to Katz and Ratliff. Since JC P@‘), we have 
that P”‘T,= (P”, J) T,. We claim that JT, is a reduction of P”T,. Set 
I= (s,, ...1 gd) T. Then (P”, J) T, = (ZP” ~‘, J) T, by the reduction number 
assumption on Z and P. Now we compute (P”)“T,. Using the above 
equality, 
(Pm)mTp= (ZP-I, J)“T, 
= (Y(Pm-t)m, J[ZP’+‘, J]“- ‘)T, 
=(Z”‘(Pm)mpl, J(P”)“~‘)T,=(Z”, J)(P”)‘+‘T,. 
Therefore (Im, J) T, is a reduction fP”T,. By the lemma, Z, = 
( g’;, . .g;)T is a reduction of r”; thus (I,, J)T, is a reduction of 
(Y, J)T, [NR, Sect. 7,Lemma 11. It follows that (I,, J)T, is a reduction 
of P”T,, and this implies JT, is a reduction of P”‘T, because Z,E J. We 
next claim that J is a reduction ofPC”), a fact which will force 
/(PC”‘) = d- 1. Set A = J’. Since the integral closure operation c mmutes 
with localization, we have the equalities J’ T, = (JT,)’ = ( PmT,)’ (since 
JTp is a reduction of PmT,) = (P”)’ T, = AT,. Thus we have the chain of 
ideals JT, G P”‘T, GAT,. Since height(J) = d- 1 (because the radical of J
is P) and J is generated by d- 1 elements, it follows from [NR, Sect. 4,
Theorem51 that l(J)=d- 1. Thus l(A)=d- 1 <height(N). By applying 
[M, Proposition 4.11it follows that N is not an associated prime of (A”)’ 
for all arge n,and therefore since A’= A we have N+! Ass( T/A) by [M, 
Proposition 3.9). But A has radical P, so it follows that Ass( T/A) = {P}. 
By contracting the chain JT, s P”T, c AT, back to T we thus obtain 
Jc PCm) EA. Since J’= A if ollows from [NR, Sect. 7,Theorem 31 that J
is a reduction of P@‘). This hows that I( Pcm)) =A- 1. By applying [KR, 
Theorem A] we obtain that @ P’“‘t” isNoetherian. i 
THEOREM 2.5. Let (T, N) be a d-dimensional qu si-unmixed analytically 
unramified local domain having an infinite residue field, and P a prime ideal 
of T with height (P) = d- 1. Zf there xists ,fE PC”), m a positive integer, 
such that l( P/f T) = d - 2 and r( P/f T) < m - 1, then @ P(“)t” isNoetherian. 
Proof The proof is similar tothe proof of Theorem 2.4. We will 
show that I( P@)) = d- 1, and then apply [KR, Theorem A]. Let 
J= (fi, .. fdp2) T be an ideal ofT such that J, = (,f,, f2, . . ,f,-,) is amin- 
imal reduction of P/fT where ,f, is the image of ,f, modulo ,fT, and 
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rJ, (P/f T) d m - 1 i.e., J, 9”‘~ ’= 9”’ where q= P/f T). Then (JP” ~ ‘, f) = 
(P”, f). Since f E Pcm’, (JP’+ ’ , f) T, = PmTp. By a computation similar to 
that in Theorem 2.4 it holds that (P”)” T, = (J”, f)(P”)” ~’ T,; hence 
(J”, f) T, is a reduction of P”T,. Since I(J”) =1(J) =d- 2, there exists 
h b I, ..., rlpZ~ J”such that I= (b,, .. b,-, )T is a minimal reduction of J”‘. 
By [NR, Sect. 7,Lemma 11, (I, f) T, is a reduction of PmTp. We claim 
that (I, f) T is a reduction of Pcm). As in the proof of Theorem 2.4 we set 
A = (I, f )‘. Since the radical of(I, f) is P, the radical of A is also P. By 
using [M, Proposition 4.11and [M, Proposition 3.91again (as in the 
proof of Theorem 2.4) it follows that Ass(T/A) = (P} so that AT,n T= A. 
Consider the chain of ideals (I, .f) T, G PmT, c (Pm)’ T, = (Z, f)’ T, = A T,. 
By contracting hischain we obtain (Z, f) G PC”’ GA; thus (Z, f) is areduc- 
tion of PC”‘. Therefore /(Pcm)) = d- 1 so that by [KR, Theorem A], 
@ P”‘)f” isNoetherian. 1 
We make several remarks concerning Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 
Remarks 2.6. (1) usefulness of Theorem 2.4 is not yet entirely c ear to 
us. We do note, however, that it can be applied tothe following concrete 
example. Let T = K[ [ U, V, W]]/( U” - Vhh) K[ [ U, V, W]] = K[ [x, y, z]] 
where a> b are positive ntegers, U, V, W are indeterminates, and h is an 
element ofK[[U, V, W]] that is not in (U, V) K[[U, V, W]]. Assume 
U” - Vhh is irreducible so that T is a domain. Set P = (x, y) T. Then 
yb E PC”), xU, yU E ybT, and (x, y)P”-~ I = P”. Therefore by Theorem 2.4, 
@ P(“)t” is Noetherian. It appears that Theorem 2.4 might be useful for 
considering prime ideals generated by analytically independent elements (as 
in this example). 
(2) We mention that regular local rings and complete local domains 
are examples of local domains that satisfy the assumptions  T in 
Theorems 2.4 and 2.5. 
(3) For Theorem 2.5 we do not know whether the assumption 
r( P/f T) < m - 1 can be removed. More specifically, if we merely assume 
I( P/,fT) = d- 2 does it follow that @ P(“)t” isNoetherian? 
(4) In the three-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay c se, Theorem 2.5 is 
apparently c osely related to Theorem 1.4 of [Hl] (we will see this more 
emphatically whenwe examine some examples inSection 3). We have been 
unable, however, todeduce one from the other. 
3. EXAMPLES 
In this ection wewill compute I(P/fT) for certain height two prime 
ideals P of T = K[ [ U, V, W]] where K is an infinite field. Themotivation 
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is two-fold. We want to identify more examples ofprime ideals inhypersur- 
face rings whose analytic spreads and heights are the same, and we also 
wish to produce examples towhich Theorem 2.5 applies. Allour examples 
are monomial primes of T. Recall that aprime ideal P of K[X,, . . X,] 
(KC LX, 7. .> X,]]) is called a monomial prime if it is the kernel of 
the homomorphism K[X,, . . X,] -+ K[P, . . snm] (K[[X,, . .X,]] + 
K[ [.P, .. P]]) given by Xi + 3”) where s is an indeterminate and 
n, < n2 < . . < n,. In [He] Herzog computed generators for all monomial 
primes when m = 3. We will use some facts about multiplicity n ourproofs 
so we recall some notation. Fora local ring (T, N), an ideal I which is 
primary to N, and a T-module L,we denote the multiplicity of L with 
respect to Iby e,(Z, L)(see [N, Chap. 231). We also will use the symbol 
A.(-) to denote the length of a T-module (e.g., lT(T/Z) = length of the 
T-module T/Z). 
The computational techniques sed below are essentially the same as 
those used by C. Huneke in [Hl]. We have adapted the ideas to attack our 
problem of computing I(P/f T). 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let T = K[ [ U, V, IV]] and let P be the kernel of the 
homomorphism T -+ K[ [.s~~+ i, s2k +2, s2k+ ‘I] where k is any positive 
integer. Then there exists f~Pc2) such that Z( P/fT) = 1 and r(P/f T) = 1. 
Consequently, @ Pcn)tn isNoetherian. 
Proof. We first claim that P= (a, b, c) T where a, 6, and c are the (sign 
alternating) maximal minors of the matrix 
A= 
Although t is can likely bededuced from Herzog’s work (see [K, p. 137]), 
we will instead use a result about multiplicities from [N] (we are grateful 
to C. Huneke for suggesting this route). Let I= (a, 6, c) T. Since Z is defined 
by the minors of A it follows by [B] that he projective d m nsion of Zis 
one. Therefore depth (T/Z) = 1 by the Auslander-Buchsbaum formula; 
hence T/Z is Cohen-Macaulay (note that dim( T/Z) = 1 since height(Z) = 2 . 
Furthermore, theimage of U modulo Zis a system of parameters for
T/Z. Thus eT( U, T/Z) =AT( T/( U, Z)T). Using that a = Ukt2 - VWk, 
b = V2 - UW, and c = Wkf’ - Ukf’V we see that T/(U,Z)T= 
TJ(U, VWk, V2, Wk”)T. Hence, %.(T/(U, I)T) = the number of 
monomials inU, V, W which are not contained in (U, VWk, V2, Wk’ ‘) T. 
A routine calculation sh ws that his number is 2k + 1; hence T( U, T/Z) =
2k+ 1. By applying [N, Theorem 23.51 we have e,(U, T/Z) =
C e,(U T/Q) .b,,,, (T,/ZT,) where Q runs over all associated primes of 
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I such that dim( T/Q) = height( UT) = 1 (.i.e., all primes minimal over I). 
Since sZk+ ’is a reduction fthe maximal ideal of T/P, we have e,( U, T/P) 
= e,(T/P) =multiplicity f T/P with respect to the maximal ideal. In 
addition, itis known that e,( T/P) = 2k + 1. Therefore e,( U, T/I) =
er( U, T/P) which implies bythe formula that P is the onZy prime minimal 
over Z, and IT,= PT,. It now follows ( ince Ass(T/Z) = (P}) that I= P. 
Next we construct the element ,f: By the Hilbert-Burch Theorem [B] a 
minimal resolution f rP is given by 
i) h” O-T2&T3:P-0 
and hence the relations  a, 6, and c are generated by
(1) aW+bUk+‘+cV=O, 
(2) aV+bWk+cU=O. 
Multiplying (1) by bWk ’ and (2) by a and eliminating ah Wk, we 
obtain U(b2Uk Wk ’ - ac) = V(a2 - be Wk ’ ). Since {U, V} is a T-regular 
sequence there xists .f ET such that 
(3) Uf =a’-bcWkp’, 
(4) vf=b2UkWk ‘-ac. 
If we instead multiply (1) by c and (2) by bUk and eliminate bcUk + ‘, we 
obtain 
(5) Wf =c2-abUk. 
By either (3), (4), or (5) it follows that fE PC=). Furthermore, if we let 6, 
and PI denote the images of b and P modulo f T, then 6, PI = PT as a 
straight calculation using (3), (4), and (5) shows. Therefore 1(P/fT) = 1 
and r( P/f T) 6 1. Since P/f T is not principal, r( P/f T) = 1. Finally, by
Theorem 2.5 @ P’“‘t” isNoetherian. 1 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let T= K[ [ U, V, W]] and let P be the kernel of the 
homomorphism T-, K[[.Y~~+‘, .~3k+2, .Y~~+~]] where k is any positive 
integer. Then there xists gE Pc3’ such that I(P/gT) = 1 and r(P/gT) < 2. 
Consequently @ P’“‘t” isNoetherian. 
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Proof: As in Example 3.1 we first find agenerating setfor P. We claim 
that P= (a, 6, c) T where a, b, and c are the maximal minors of the matrix 
A= w u” 
c 
v 
v2 wk > u2
The proof of this claim is similar tothe corresponding proof given 
in Example 3.1; hence we omit the details. By the Hilbert-Burch 
Theorem [B] we know that 
is a minimal resolution of P;hence 
(1) aW+bUk+cV=O, 
(2) aV2+ bWk+cU2=0 generate he relations  a, b, and c. 
Assume k> 1 (we will do the case k= 1 separately). Multiplying (1)by 
b Wk ~ ’ and (2) by a, and then eliminating ub Wk, we obtain 
U2(b2Ukp2WkpL-UC)= V(u2V-bcWk-‘). 
Since {U2, V} is a T-regular sequence there exists f ET such that 
(3) U2f= u’V- bcWkp I, 
(4) Vf =b2Ukp’Wkp’-uc. 
Furthermore, by considering VWf and using the relations 
bWk= -uV’-cU2 and uW= -bUk-CC, we find 
(5) Wf =c2-ubUkp2V. 
Although f e PC2), we cannot conclude from (3), (4), and (5) alone 
that l(P/f T) = 1. We can, however, continue this computational process. 
Multiplying (3) by c and using (1) yields the quation 
U2(cf+u2bUkp2)= W(-a3-bc2Wk-2) 
(we are using here that k3 2). Thus there exists g ET such that 
(6) U2g= -u3-bc2Wkp2 
(7) Wg=cf’+u2bUkp2. 
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In addition, if we multiply (3) by a and use (1) we obtain another equation 
involving g;
(8) Vg=h2cUk ‘Wk ‘-a$ 
In order to find more relations modulo g on the cubic terms of P we 
work with (7) and (8). Multiplying (7) by W and using (5), multiplying (7)
by V and using (4) and multiplying (8)by V and using (4), it follows that 
(9) W2g= -ahcUkp2V+c3+a2hUk ‘W, 
(10) VWg=h’cU” ‘Wk m’-ac’$a2hUkmm2V, 
(11) V2g=b2cl/k~2Wk~~2V-ab2Uk~2Wk~‘+a2c. 
Notice that by (6) (9), (10) or (1 l), gE PC3). Furthermore (a, c)~ c hP2 
modulo (gT). If we denote by h, and P, the images of h and P modulo gT, 
it then follows that h, P: = P:. Therefore I(P/gT) = 1 and r(P/gT) d 2. For 




v2 w u2 > 
so the relations are
aW+bU+cV=O, 
aV2+bW+cU2=0. 
The .corresponding f satisfies 
Uf = a2V- bc, 
Vf = b2 - acU, 
Wf = -abV+ c2U, 
and the corresponding g satisfies 
Wg = ab2 + c3, 
U2g = a2cV- bc2 - a2bU, 
UVg=b2c-a2bV-ac’U, 
V2g= -b’+abcU-ac2V. 
If we let a, and P, denote the images of a and P modulo gT, it follows that 
a,PT=P:; hence r(P/gT) d 2 and l(P/gT) = 1. Furthermore, gcPC3). 
Finally, by Theorem 2.5 @ Pcn’tn is Noetherian. a 
4x1 128’2.4 
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EXAMPLE 3.3. Let T = K[ [ U, V, W]] and let k be a positive integer. 
Let P be the kernel of the homomorphism T+ K[ [s~~+~, 33k+3, Sag+‘]]. 
If k b 3 then there xists g E PC3) such that l(P/gT) = 1 and r(P/gT) 6 2. 
If k = 1 then there xists f E P such that 1(P/fT) = 1 and r(P/f T) < 1. 
Consequently, fork # 2 @ P’“‘t” isNoetherian. 
Proof: By using an argument similar tothat in Example 3.1 one can 
show that P= (a, h, c) T where a, h, and c are the maximal minors of the 
matrix 
w uk+’ v2 
A= 
V Wk > u2 ’ 
and that he relations  a, b, and c are given by 
(1) aW+bUk+‘+cV2=0, 
(2) aV+bWk+cU2=0. 
Assume k > 3. By eliminating terms in a way similar toExamples 3.1 and 
3.2, it follows that here xists f ET such that 
(3) U’f= -a’+ bcVWkp’, 
(4) Vf =ac-b2Ukp’Wkm ‘, 
(5) Wf = abUkm ’ - c2V. 
By doing further computations as in Example 3.2, there xists g ET such 
that 
(6) U’g=af -bc2Wkp’, 
(7) Vg= -cj-ab2Ukp3Wkp’, 
(8) Wg=c3+a2bUkm3 
(we are using here that k > 3). In order to find more cubic relations 
we multiply (6) by U2 and use (3), multiply (7) by U2 and use (3), and 
multiply (7) by V and use (4). The computations yield the relations 
(9) U4g= -a3+abcVWk-m’-bc2U2Wkm’, 
(10) U2Vg=a2c-bc2Wkp’V-ab2Ukp’Wkp’, 
(11) V2g= -ac2+b2cUkm’Wkp’-ab2Ukp’VWkp’. 
Any one of (8), (9), (lo), or (11) implies that ge PC3). Furthermore, the
same equations show that (a, c)‘c bP’ modulo (gT). Thus, by letting 6,
and P, denote the images of b and P modulo gT it follows that b, P: = P:. 
Therefore Z(P/gT) = 1 and r(P/gT) < 2. The case k = 1 is similar nd we 
omit the details. Theorem 2.5 implies that @ P’“‘t” is Noetherian for 
k#2. 1 
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We make several remarks concerning Examples 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. 
Remarks 3.4. (1) The examples xamined by C. Huneke in [Hl, 
Propositions 2.2,2.3, and 2.4, and Corollary 2.21 also satisfy the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2.5. For [Hl, Proposition 2.21, and hence [Hl, 
Corollary 2.23, one can use the lement d which is constructed in Huneke’s 
proof to achieve the conditions setforth inthe hypotheses of Theorem 2.5. 
For [Hl, Propositions 2.3 and 2.41 more work is required. Consider the 
element (under Huneke’s notation) d, + ,, constructed in the proof of [H 1, 
Proposition 2.31. Bycontinuing thecomputations provided atthe end of 
the proof of [Hl, Proposition 2.31one can show that 
X ’ ‘y d,. + , = a’ ~‘c* modulo (bP’) 
x’~*y* d,, 1 -arp2c3 modulo (bP’) 
r-l v dr+,= UC’ modulo (bP’) 
y’d,+, EC’+’ modulo (bP’). 
Combining these quations with z d’, , = a’+’ modulo (bP’), and 
x’ d ‘+, -arc modulo (bP’) (from Huneke’s proof), itfollows that 
(a, C)‘+ Ic bP’ modulo (d’+l), and d’+’ E PC’+‘). These facts imply 
the hypotheses of Theorem 2.5. For the example considered in [Hl, 
Proposition 2.41, it follows similarly that I( P/d’ T) = 1, r( P/d, T) d r - 1, 
and d’ E PC’), where d, is the element constructed in the proof of that 
proposition. 
(2) By considering R = T/f T (or T/gT) in Examples 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 
we are also finding new examples ofprime ideals inthe hypersurface ring
R satisfying the condition that he analytic spread equals the height. We 
observe that once an example of a prime ideal q of R satisfying 
l(q)= height (q) is found, it follows quickly that such an example in a 
hypersurface domain also exists. Thereasoning here is that if I(P/f T) = 
height (P/fT) then l(P/hT) = height (P/AT) for any factor h off which is 
contained in P. Since T is a unique factorization domain we may factor f 
into aproduct ofirreducible elements, andat least one of these must lie in 
P. By using this element weobtain a hypersurface domain (after going 
modulo the element). If R is a two-dimensionel hypersurface domain, 
I(q) =height (q) = 1, and q is not principal, thenqis a singular prime of R 
(i.e., R, is not regular). Thus, with Examples 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 we are 
producing singular primes of a local hypersurface domain (after modifying 
if necessary to make R into adomain). 
(3) By Proposition 2.2 it follows that f in Example 3.1 and g in 
Examples 3.2 and 3.3 are not superficial for P. 
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(4) The prime ideal q =P/f T in Example 3.1 has the property that its 
associated garded ring is Cohen-Macaulay by [TI, Proposition 7.41. 
Therefore q” = q’“’ for each nB 1 by [Hu2, Theorem 2.11. 
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